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SANKARRA is a leading cloud Business Application, Implementation and
Support service provider.
Our laser focus is solely on cloud and SaaS solutions. With more than 10 years of
cloud experience, initially with Oracle CRM On Demand and now with Oracle
NetSuite - #1 Cloud ERP Solution, we fully understand the cloud model’s
strengths and limitations.
As an offshore Delivery Centre of M.SaaS Solutions, Headquartered in Singapore
and is part of Singapore Exchange-listed Multi-Chem Group, that has a network
of 32 offices in 16 countries, we can provide top notch Service both locally and
regionally.
We ‘INTERNALISE’ the Solution before start Implementing it to our Customers. We
spearheaded the implementation of a complete suite of NetSuite Enterprise OneWorld Edition, to Multi-Chem Group across 25 subsidiaries. And currently we are
providing the first line support to over 800 users within our group. Hence, we
possess a wealth of first-hand and up-to-date knowledge of NetSuite ERP and its
upgrades.
We Trust that the caliber of the people working on a project is integral to its
outcome. When you are looking for an enterprise solution, you interact not
with the application but with real people. To your company, more than a
vendor you need a valuable partner, who strives continuously, committed
delivering the innovation that drives your success.
That is where SANKARAA stands out with proven track as a preferred partner.
It’s not only the knowledge and experience that the professionals possess, but
also the ethics and ethos our company embraces and encapsulates.
We believe that the future of computing lies in the cloud and in a short space
of time all businesses servicing new-generation will come to rely on the cloud.
And in this modern digitalizing business process,
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Powers the Sales Team to perform not only the integrated
Sales Process but every aspect of the CRM On Mobile.
With better insight on; Forecast, Quota, Pipeline, Leads &
Commission, Sales reps and Managers are equipped and
informed to achieve KPIs.
Customer Dashboard with unprecedented 360-degree
visibility, including Purchase History, Financial Status,
Special Prices and Promotions, supports the Sales Rep to
conduct the sales effectively and complete the Visit
efficiently.

Facilitates the Delivery Operation, from Delivery Plan,
Delivery Drop, Delivery Order eSignature and Delivery
Return, using a mobile device.
Using Integrated GPS and Google Map the navigation can
be optimized and Monitored.

Provides entire Warehouse Operation from Receiving,
‘Pallet’ing, Picking, Packing, Shipping, Internal Moving &
Counting on any Android Mobile Device with Barcode / QR
Code / RFID Support.
Facilitates Raw Material Issuance for Work Orders and
Finish Good Tracking with Auto generated Serial,
Lot/Batch Number generation.

Service Engineers or Technician equipped with Mobile
Phones or Tablets, could deliver both Scheduled and
Ad-hoc Support Services to Customers with eTickets /
Cases with or without Service Inventory and billing.
Customer acknowledgment with comments and
eSignature is facilitated, that could be followed with a
Customer Satisfaction Survey.
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